
DUBAI: Stock markets in the Gulf rose yester-
day after oil prices firmed above $36 a barrel,
while Egyptian stocks slid in feeble volume as
investors worried about a possible interest
rate hike.

The Saudi index advanced 1.5 percent to
6,181 points, breaking technical resistance at
the early February and end-January peaks of
6,056-6,099 points. Chartists said this pointed
to a rise towards 6,850. Petrochemical stocks
helped lift the bourse as Saudi Basic Industries
added 1.7 percent and Saudi Kayan rose 2.0
percent in high volumes. Telecommunications
also attracted considerable activity with
Atheeb adding 2.4 percent and Mobily surging
6.7 percent after Bloomberg reported, citing
unnamed sources, that Digital Bridge Holdings,
which invests in communications industries,
was among leading bidders for Mobily’s portfo-
lio of wireless towers in Saudi Arabia, a sale val-
ued at $2 billion.

In a Reuters interview last November,
Mobily said it was considering selling its mobile
transmitter towers, most likely to a specialist
tower company that would then lease these
back to the seller. In February, Saudi’s Maal
financial news website said the kingdom’s
three telecommunications operators including
Mobily were in talks to create a company to

own and manage their mobile transmitter tow-
ers. For a second day, Dubai’s Arabtec soared its
daily limit; it jumped 14.6 percent to 1.65
dirhams with volume at another 6-1/2-year
high. On Monday, exchange data showed for-
mer chief executive Hasan Ismaik had raised his
stake to 11.91 percent from 11.81 percent. 

In a brief statement yesterday, the compa-
ny said there was no material news, technical
or operational, to affect its share price. A
source close to Ismaik told Reuters he was
buying the shares because he saw future val-
ue in them, but details of his intentions
remained unclear. Many institutional investors
are sceptical of the stock after its collapse
from a record high of 7.37 dirhams, hit in May
2014. Of eight analysts covering it, three rate it
“hold” and five “sell” or “strong sell”, according
to Thomson Reuters data; their median price
target is 1.09 dirhams.

But Arabtec helped lift Dubai’s index 1.5
percent, with Union Properties adding 4.3 per-
cent, its third straight day of gains. Amlak
Finance, a mid-sized Islamic investment
house, jumped 9.4 percent, adding to a 12.8
percent gain made on the previous day when
the company announced that annual net prof-
it attributable to equity holders had surged
130 percent. —Reuters
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GENEVA: The New Ferrari GTC4 Lusso is presented during the press day at the 86th International Motor Show in Geneva yesterday. The Motor Show will open its gates to the public from tomorrow to 13, presenting more than 200
exhibitors and more than 120 world and European premieres. —AP (See Page 25)

OSLO: Global oil prices appear to have bottomed
out and are expected to rise through this year as
investment cuts help to reduce a supply glut, a
senior analyst at the International Energy Agency
said yesterday. Benchmark Brent crude futures
were up 44 cents at $37.01 a barrel at 1304 GMT,
the highest in eight weeks. They hit a more than
12-year low of $27.10 on Jan. 20.

“Oil prices appear to have bottomed out,” Neil
Atkinson, the new head of IEA’s oil industry and
market division, told a seminar in Oslo. “Prices are
expected to grow throughout 2016 and into 2017,
reflecting expectations that the market is going
back into balance in 2017,” he added.

The global oil market was expected to begin
rebalancing in 2017 as US output is set to decline
under pressure from low oil prices, the
International Energy Agency said on Feb. 22 in its
medium-term market outlook. If the US producers
were to “remain longer in the game”, the market’s
rebalancing could be pushed back by one year to
2018, Atkinson said.

The price rally, however, will be capped in the
medium term by a potential increase in the US
shale oil production once a rise in oil prices makes
it profitable again. “As soon as oil rises to $40-50
per barrel, it will give a signal to light tight oil pro-
ducers (to ramp up),” Atkinson said.

The IEA expects prices to reach $80 per barrel
by 2020, with US oil production reaching a record
high of 14.2 million barrels per day by 2021. Some
analysts disagreed with the IEA’s outlook on the
speed of oil price rebound.

“The change is not going to be gradual, but it
will be sudden,” Torbjorn Kjus, senior oil analyst at
Norway’s leading bank DNB. “We think the price
will be above $60 per barrel within the next 12
months,” he added. DNB analysts estimate that it
would take about a year for the US shale oil pro-
ducers to ramp up output after prices rise to levels
that make it profitable again. 

Saudis to watch Iran
OPEC is very unlikely to cut output at its next

meeting in June, even if prices remain extremely
low, according to OPEC sources and delegates, as it
will be too early to say how fast Iranian output is
rising. The sources, which include officials from the
Middle East, say OPEC countries such as Saudi
Arabia also want to test Russia’s commitment to
freezing output before taking any further steps to
stablise prices. More than 18 months after oil
prices began a steep slide due to excess supply,
Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Venezuela and non-OPEC
Russia agreed last month to freeze output at
January levels in the first global oil pact in 15 years.

Saudi Arabian Oil Minister Ali Al-Naimi said last
week a supply cut was not on the cards although
adding that the production freeze was only the
first step to balance the market after prices fell to
their lowest since 2003. “Maybe by the end of the
year (a cut could be possible) when it is really clear
that Iran is actually producing the volumes they
are talking about. But not in June,” a source from
one of OPEC’s Middle Eastern producers said.

January was peak or near-peak production for
Russia and Saudi Arabia, the world’s two top oil
exporters, but Iran - OPEC’s No.3 producer - is the
key supply uncertainty for 2016 as it is raising out-
put after the lifting of Western sanctions in
January, adding barrels to the already saturated
market. Over the past month, Iran has issued con-
flicting statements saying it could add up to 1.5
million barrels per day over the next year which
would confound market skepticism that its fields
were damaged by years of sanctions.

Meanwhile, its February exports have disap-
pointed as European buyers were cautious to
immediately boost trade amid remaining dollar
clearance and ship insurance problems. “No-one
at OPEC knows what’s going on with Iranian fields.
So the Saudis want to see what happens in reality,”
a source in one of the OPEC delegations who is
familiar with production freeze negotiations, said.

Non-OPEC Oman and some OPEC sources
have floated an idea of Iran being exempt from
output freezes - as was Iraq in the past when the
country was subject of international sanctions -
but so far Tehran has not been offered any special
terms, according to OPEC sources.

Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Zanganeh said last
week the production freeze was “laughable” while
Iranian sources say the country would be pre-
pared to discuss a production pact once its output
reached the pre-sanctions level. Analysts believe
output and exports could rise by a maximum of
0.7 million bpd to around 3.5 million bpd in the
next months but it will take time to understand
where real figures stand.

Iran, for instance, has already told OPEC it was
pumping as much as 3.4 million bpd in January - a
much higher number than estimated by OPEC
watchers. By June, when OPEC holds its next
meeting, the picture of Iranian exports will still not
be clear, several OPEC sources said, adding that
they might only have reliable numbers for April.
The sources also said it will be too early to say in
June if the world’s record oil stocks have finally
become to shrink.

Saudi Arabia and Russia have not said the out-
put freeze would be void if Iran refuses to join in,
leaving room for a potential compromise. Russia’s

Energy Minister Alexander Novak plans to travel
to Iran, Moscow’s close ally, in March for more
talks on the production freeze, which he said
could last for as long as a year.

Russian compliance
If Russia respects the output freeze, it would be

a major departure from its former policies. The
only time Russia agreed to cooperate with OPEC
was in 2001 but it never delivered on its pledge
and raised exports instead. That was a big disap-
pointment for Naimi, who orchestrated the 2001
deal, and is still wary of agreeing anything at risk
of being cheated by Russia or fellow OPEC mem-
bers. “Even if they say that they will cut production
they will not do it. There is no sense in wasting our
time seeking production cuts,” he said last week.
But in the opinion of OPEC watchers the output
freeze deal signals a change of tone for Saudi
Arabia, from a view that the market would rebal-
ance itself to one where it might need a push.
“Eventually, we will have a cut in production,” one
OPEC delegate said, declining to be identified.

Others are urging swifter action. Qatar’s former
energy minister Abdullah al-Attiyah, who is still
talking to producers inside and outside OPEC, said
a cut was needed before the glut became unman-
ageable.  - Reuters

Oil prices have bottomed out: IEA 
OPEC watching Iran, Russia, unlikely to cut output in June

WASHINGTON: US factory activity contracted
for the fifth straight month in February. The
Institute for Supply Management says that its
manufacturing index rose to 49.5 last month
from 48.2 in January. But anything below 50 sig-
nals a decline. Factory employment and exports
fell, but new orders and production increased.
American manufacturers have been hurt by
economic weakness overseas and a strong dol-
lar, which makes US goods more expensive in
foreign markets.

The ISM, a trade group of purchasing man-
agers, surveys about 200 US companies each
month.  Meanwhile,  manufacturing activity
across much of Asia shrank in February with China
suffering a seventh straight month of decline, a
blow to policymakers who only a day earlier
resumed an easing cycle in a fresh effort to spur
growth. Business surveys from China to Indonesia
showed no signs of reversing a weakening trend,
forcing factories in the trade-reliant region to
shed yet more jobs and cut prices, a move that
could worsen a global disinflationary trend.

Surveys of manufacturing output from other
parts of the globe will be released later yester-
day. Asia’s grim readings will sharpen the focus
of officials in the world’s leading economies who
declared at a weekend G20 meeting that they
needed to look beyond ultra-low rates and print-

ing money to reanimate growth. Economists at
Citi said last week that the chances of a global
recession - which it defines as global growth
falling below 2 percent - are rising.

China aims to lay off 5-6 million workers from
“zombie enterprises” over the next two to three
years, two sources with ties to the country’s
leadership told Reuters.

Australia’s central bank governor, Glenn
Stevens, observed yesterday that conditions
have become more difficult for a number of
emerging market economies and noted that
“China’s growth rate has continued to moder-
ate.” Stevens, who attended the Shanghai G20
meeting, made those comments after leaving
interest rates at a record low 2.0 percent. He
kept a conditional easing bias in a widely
expected outcome. Survey after survey served
to remind how challenging the current environ-
ment is.

INDIA AS A STANDOUT
Japan’s factories saw their weakest growth in

eight months, while Indonesia and Malaysia con-
tracted for the 17th and 11th month respective-
ly, according to survey compiler Markit. Taiwan
went into reverse gear for the first time in three
months as orders wilted.

India was perhaps the only standout, and for

merely maintaining modest growth driven by
cutting prices to attract demand.

The Nikkei/Markit Manufacturing Purchasing
Managers’ Index held steady at 51.1, the second
month above the 50 mark that separates growth
from contraction. By contrast, China’s official
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) stood at 49.0
in February, down from 49.4 and below the 50
mark for a seventh month.

A private survey, the Caixin/Markit China PMI,
which focuses on small and mid-sized compa-
nies, fared no better, falling to 48.0, from 48.4,
and undershooting market expectations of 48.3.

Analysts said some of the weakness in China’s
PMIs was probably due to the long Lunar New
Year holidays, but they pointed to a worrying fall
in the index’s employment gauge which
dropped to its lowest since January 2009. “The
big question is do we see a pickup in the second
quarter once China does pass through the sea-
sonal disruption, but at the moment there is lit-
tle hope for that to happen in any significant
way,” said Angus Nicholson, market strategist at
brokerage IG in Melbourne.

Underscoring how a slowdown in China is
putt ing t rade -re l iant  economies  on the
sk ids,  South Korean expor ts  in  Februar y
tumbled in their 14th consecutive month of
declines. —Agencies
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